Chow Down With Brainwashed

ACROSS
1 These Brothers are really GTO (hint: it's a pizza topping).
3 Three of this animal can provide a lot of bacon for Death in June
4 4th of July gathering Out Hud heralded on the First Single of the New Millennium.
6 In this song, Wire said “Fresh meat all the same.”
10 Wild Women have these kinds of knives with Diamanda
13 HNAS were in the shadow of this vegetable for their album title.
14 Not Musique Concret but this animal for Nurse With Wound.
15 Current 93 mourns the death of this starch.
16 Tortoise’s Ry Cooder perhaps revolved around an incident with this intoxicating beverage.

DOWN
1 Edward Ka-Spel had what meal at J's?
2 Adem, Kieran, and Sam know where you put your food.
5 Coil want you to eat your greens, especially this vegetable.
7 V/Vm says the British version of this is the best by far.
8 Cyclobe fantasized about a nightcap with this person.
9 Upset tummy? Cymbals and this drug are a breakthrough in pain releif, according to Matmos.
10 What the boys were tossing on the cover of the 606/Pisstank split 7”.
11 _____ Girl is Annie's song about a Thanksgiving animal.
12 Aranos and El Monte think you like this “culture.”
14 The New Year would like to serve you Chili con _____
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